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The Professional School as a Focus for Clinical
Education
By Edwin H. Greenebaum*
The critical features of a clinic are an individual or group
needing help to achieve a desired change, professional helpers with
specialized knowledge and skill which may help effect that change,
and an organizational context in which professional and client
come together in a helping relationship.1 By this definition, profes-
sional service organizations of all kinds provide services to their
clients in clinics. Less obvious, professional schools by this defini-
tion are clinics as well. Students need help to change their status
from laymen to individuals qualified to become licensed practitio-
ners of law; faculty have special qualifications from training and
experience to help the client-student achieve this goal; and courses
and other organized activities in the school are the institutional
contexts in which faculty and their student-clients meet to work
together. Fieldwork courses in which we train students in applied
settings are clinics with a dual focus, giving professional help both
to student-practitioners and to their clients.
Structural features shared by all clinics give rise to common
issues of interpersonal and organizational dynamics, and the expe-
rience and structure of legal education is, therefore, a clinical event
which is an unexploited resource to professional training. An expe-
rience with a case which would be used for a variety of lessons in a
clinical course will help introduce the subject matter.
* Professor of Law, Indiana University, Bloomington.
This article incorporates parts of papers presented to the faculty of the
School of Social Work, Indiana University on September 11, 1981, and to the
Clinical Education Teachers' Conference, sponsored by the Association of Ameri-
can Law Schools at the University of Minnesota Law School, June 19-26, 1982, as
well as parts of a book manuscript in preparation, UNDERSTANDING CLINICAL Ex-
PERIENcE: THE CASE OF LEGAL EDUCATION.
1. Webster's gives as one definition of "clinic": "a class, session, or group
meeting devoted to the presentation, analysis, and treatment or solution of actual
cases and concrete problems in some special field or discipline." WEBSTER'S THIRD
NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY (1961) (generalizing from the traditional medical
usage of the word which dominates most dictionary definitions).
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A frequent case for a criminal defense practice, especially
in a public defender or legal aid service, is a defendant of mod-
est means, socially and financially, who on an occasion when he
has consumed enough alcohol to affect his behavior commits an
act which results in a criminal charge. This is not the first oc-
casion on which defendant's drinking has been followed by
criminal prosecution, and there is reason to believe that his
family life and employment have been affected as well.
A group of students in my course, "Roles and Relations in
Legal Practice," had been working with the problems of a cli-
ent, like the one described. In discussing the case, the group
confronted the question of what their feelings might be if the
client failed to follow through on a treatment program with a
community mental health clinic to which the client had agreed
as part of the arrangement for his avoiding a prison term,
which they as attorneys had negotiated on client's behalf.
Group members suggested they would feel betrayed, manipu-
lated, angry, and have other related emotions, if the client
showed his lack of sincerity in this way. After some discussion,
I asked the group if there were similarities between this client
not showing up for the agreed treatment and law students re-
sponding to assignments with incomplete preparation or cut-
ting classes. After initial shock, and denial that the situations
had anything to do with each other, group members came to
see that the complex factors which produce behavior in each
context have their counterparts in the other. In each instance
clients want something which can be obtained only with the
intervention of a helping profession; to obtain that goal the
profession, through its representatives, insists on changes in
the client through a prescribed course of treatment; to obtain
the desired goal client "agrees" to the program; but the client
is, of course, at best ambivalent about changing and may not
understand the treatment or its necessity.
This illustration can serve to introduce us to the fact that typ-
ical clinical issues which confront lawyers are matters which con-
cern practitioners of legal education as well. In the discussion
which follows, we will first take an overview of some structural is-
sues common to all clinics. The second part will explore ways of
exploiting these clinical phenomena in a law school teaching pro-
gram. Finally, I will discuss some general considerations which this
clinical education approach suggests.
Clinical Education
1. Professional School as Clinic
Professional students need to recognize those issues which are
structurally inherent in clinics to enable them to generalize from
immediate clinical experience for transfer of learning to new con-
texts. This preliminary view will survey some areas of difficulty
which pervasively infect professional-client relationships: (1) infor-
mation, values and reality testing, (2) group phenomena, (3) diffi-
culties of helping relationships, (4) the different viewpoints of
clinic and client, and the difficulties of negotiating tasks, and (5)
clinics as open systems.2 The major point will be that these are
critical features of all clinical situations about which it is impor-
tant for practitioners to learn.
A. Information VALUES AND REALITY TESTING
Transactions between professional and client involve ascer-
taining and communicating information and values. Professionals
bring to clinical work the specialized data and concepts which are
the intellectual tools of their professional disciplines while clients
bring knowledge of their personal situations and their goals. With
knowledge come explicit and implicit values. Testing the reliability
of the participants' understanding of the other's communications,
and of the content thereof, is an important, but uncertain business.
The questions are always present, but frequently unasked (and ul-
timately unanswerable): Do I understand you correctly; can I trust
what you are telling me?
The problems of reality testing have their roots in the nature
of individuals' mental boundaries. The physical reality of percep-
tion is that our nerve endings are stimulated at our physical
boundaries, producing effects in our nervous systems which are
translated internally in ways which attribute meaning to the expe-
rience. This is true whether the phenomena interpreted are tactile
or visual sensations interpreted as encountering tangible objects, or
auditory sensations experienced as hearing music, voices or other
noises. Communication is animate behavior which causes physical
phenomena which are available for the attribution of meaning by
others.
2. In making these points, I will be stating briefly some matters treated in
some depth in my book, UNDERSTANDING CLINICAL EXPERIENCE: THE CASE OF LE-
GAL EDUCATION (Draft, December 1981).
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That the mental boundary between self and the outer world is
internal to the individual, between our nerve endings and mental
attribution, is demonstrated by the phenomena of hysterical blind-
ness and hallucinations. In the former, no meaning is perceived al-
though the optic nerve is in working order and is appropriately
stimulated, while in the latter events are perceived which have no
physical reality. Boundaries appear to be kept within our minds as
well. Forgetting and remembering, relevance seen and not seen, oc-
cur in patterns which psychoanalytic observers understand to be
motivated (and which they discuss under the label, "repression").
Because all meaning is attributed internally and selectively, distin-
guishing true from false and me from not me is potentially
tenuous.
Reality testing can be tricky enough even in matters having
physical reality,3 but testing conceptions of ideas is an especially
uncertain business. The only way it can be done is to articulate
one's conceptions and compare them to one's perceptions of the
articulations of others. For example, legal knowledge is a structure
of ideas, and lawyers face considerable difficulty in validating their
own and others' conceptions.
Consider the situation of a law student reviewing an examina-
tion paper with a faculty member. The instructor and the stu-
dent each has a unique perception of the subject matter of the
course of the examination itself, of the content of the student's
examination paper, and of the present communication between
them. All these perceptions are subject to distortion in a field
of complex motivations.
According to these conceptions, we can understand others only
through meaning which we attribute to them. Clinicians, including
law professors, frequently perceive the behavior of their clients,
patients or students as irrational, inexplicable and stupid; some-
times the feeling is mutual. How are we to reach an agreement re-
garding what belongs to whom and who is confused about what?
No procedure or rule can assure reliable, rational answers.
3. See M.I.J. ABERCROMBIE, THE ANATOMY OF JUDGMENT (1960).
4. See ROBERT A. BURT, TAKING CARE OF STRANGERS: THE RULE OF LAW IN
DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONS (1979). This is the stuff of introjection, projection,





There is some tendency in the literature on professional-client
relationships to speak as though such relationships are matters be-
tween individual professionals and each client, but complex group
phenomena always complicate the situation. Even where a solo
practitioner is helping an individual client, groups are implicated.
As clinical helpers, we are members of professions, perhaps of
speciality groups within them; we are members of service organiza-
tions and of departments within them. Memberships outside our
occupations will be racial, ethnic, religious, political, socio-eco-
nomic, national, regional, fraternal, and avocational, and we all fall
on to one side or the other of the line which divides us by gender.
More intimately, we are members of families, immediate and ex-
tended. All these memberships contribute to the identities we feel
the need to defend. We are also members of groups in the eyes of
others, provoking stereotyping responses with which we must cope.
Our various group attachments may be stronger or weaker and
may vary in strength as we find ourselves in different contexts.5
Their impact on us may be in our awareness or unconscious. Su-
pervisors, colleagues and clients encounter us with their group
memberships as well.
Clinicians participate in the emotional lives of the groups to
which they belong. Unconscious needs of groups are the bases of
myths and rules of group behavior which are not, and which must
not be, examined for reality and utility. Professional disciplines
pride themselves on the rigor of their learning, and practitioners
have well developed rationalizations to defend the choices they
make in relating to clients and their problems. Nevertheless, de-
pendency relations emphasizing strength and weakness, the vigor
of attack on enemies (and the need to perceive them as such), and
the hope which is invested in the dialogue of adjudication may be
fueled by emotional needs which carry unexamined behavior be-
yond objective justification.'
5. See KURT LEWIN, RESOLVING SOCIAL CONFLICTS (Gertrude W. Lewin ed.
1948).
6. Wilfred Bion has hypothesized that in addition to working on normative
tasks, groups are motivated by one of three shared (usually) unconscious "basic
assumptions." They behave as though they have gathered to be protected by an
all-powerful leader ("dependency basic assumption"), to witness the
(re)production of a savior by a pair of members ("pairing basic assumption"), or
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In this field of multiple group attachments and shared emo-
tional needs, members of groups take up roles. In our positions, as
deans, professors and attorneys, with their job descriptions, we ex-
ecute the functions required for our various tasks, yet we do not
always conform to the expectations of us which prevail in our cul-
ture. Roles may be assigned and taken up to satisfy emotional
needs rather than, in reality, to accomplish work. For example, a
dean might take up the role of a director, to satisfy dependency
needs, when a role as moderator might be more suitable for the
task in hand. Other views which individuals and groups have of
each other may also satisfy emotional needs; we need our wisemen
and our fools, those we trust and our scapegoats.
Professionals and clients must manage their roles, in these
multiple senses, in the multiple groups to which they belong, and
in this complex context professional and client seek to communi-
cate and to understand.
C. Difficulties of HELPING RELATIONSHIPS
Even without the complications of group phenomena, relations
between two people are affected by their past histories and by the
difficulties of giving and receiving help. Helping relationships have
threatening potential for intimacy. Intimacy must seem especially
frightening when a client must put his trust in a stranger. Trust is
not made easier by the inevitable conflicts of interest between pro-
fessional and client, as clinicians, for example, need to defend their
professional status, and clients want the best service at the least
cost, costs limited by no means to only financial considerations.
Clients' responses in this situation are colored by their feel-
ings, perhaps of embarrassment, regarding being in a position of
needing help. Dependency relationships are most likely, as well, to
evoke unfinished business from significant early relationships.
Such "transference" phenomena are among the prominent topics
in the developing literature on legal interviewing and counseling."
"Interviewing" is always tricky as the participants try to disentan-
to attack or flee from an enemy ("fight/flight basic assumption"). Such uncon-
scious assumptions may support or detract from accomplishing work. WILFRED F.
BION, EXPERIENCES IN GROUPS (1959). See also Rioch, The Work of Wilfred Bion
on Groups, 33 PSYCHIATRY 56 (1970).
7. See, e.g., ANDREW S. WATSON, THE LAWYER IN THE INTERVIEWING AND
COUNSELING PROCESS 23-26 (1976).
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gle what belongs to whom. Projections, stereotypes, and limited/
limiting personal experience always cloud vision. To the extent
helper and client have difficulty perceiving and accommodating the
other's reality, determining who is confused about what becomes
difficult.8
D. Different VIEWPOINTS OF CLINIC AND CLIENT; NEGOTIATION OF A
TASK
While the central task of a clinic is the conversion of clients
with problems to clients without problems (or at least in an im-
proved status), the viewpoints of a clinic's professional helpers and
of their clients will be very different. The professional staff will be
loyal to the maintenance and operation of the clinic for the service
of clients of whom a particular client is only one case. Clients, on
the other hand, are not concerned with the overall clinical enter-
prise, but only with the solution of their particular problems and
the relation of their problems to their overall life situation. Profes-
sionals and staff also have their own lives and conflicting interests,
but they have a longer range commitment to and identification
with the institution and its tasks, and their well being will depend
upon the continuing well being of their service organizations. In
the case of professional education, students are also establishing a
continuing relation with the profession, but most students are join-
ing a different branch of the profession than that to which faculty
belong. These diverse concerns will be further compounded in
clinical education by the conflicting interests of the students (the
school's clients), of the clients whose cases are being examined for
educational purposes, and of the students' future clients following
their qualification as licensed professionals.
Respect for the autonomy of both professional and client re-
quires that reaching agreement on a shared task be a critical fea-
ture of establishing a work relationship, but as the episode which
opened this article illustrates,9 difficulties of mutual understanding
and of conflicting interests make informed consent a challenge in-
deed. Professional and client have such different frames of refer-
ence. Expert helpers, trying to perceive work they are competent
and authorized to do, focus on fitting clients' needs into the terms
8. See ROBERT A. BURT, TAKING CARE OF STRANGERS: THE RULE OF LAW IN
DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONS (1979).
9. See supra p. 2.
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of their professional discipline, which is foreign to clients. From
clients' viewpoints immediate matters may be part of larger life
developments. What for the lawyer is a business transaction with
legal implications may for a client be more significantly a career
development.'0 While clients come to clinics for help, they may be
perversely ambivalent about the changes they appear to seek when
the change implies significant alterations in the client's personal
world."
E. Clinics as OPEN SYSTEMS
In order for clinics to survive, they must exchange their ser-
vices for sustaining resources with their clients and other elements
in their environments, and as organizations with complex, interre-
lating parts, what happens in one part of the clinic has ramifica-
tions through the whole. 2 The allocation of aspects of a clinic's
work to its subsystems and the manner in which leadership is exer-
cised to manage transactions across boundaries between the clinic
and its environment, between the subsystem within the clinic, and
between the clinic, its personnel and its clients determine the ef-
fectiveness and responsibility with which work is accomplished.
In an ideal organizational world an organization's priorities
would be certain, the tasks which must be performed to accom-
plish those priorities would be assigned to subsystems with a clear
and rational relationship to the organization as a whole, and the
persons brought into the organization to do its work would each
have the necessary competencies and reliably focus on their as-
signed tasks without distraction from conflicting perceptions and
interests. But always, constraints of culture, politics, economics
and human nature make the ideal organization impossible.
Applying the structural features of clinical situations and the
open systems frame of reference to legal education, it can be seen
that a law school and a law student are systems which intersect for
a period of time on the student's path to becoming a lawyer; for
each, the other is a transitory experience. For law schools, educa-
tion and research are the reasons for their existence and are their
10. See DANIEL J. LEVINSON, CHARLOTTE N. DARROW, EDWARD B. KLEIN, MA-
RIA H. LEVINSON & BRAXTON MCKEE, THE SEASONS OF A MAN'S LIFE (1978).
11. See PETER MARRIS, LOSS AND CHANGE (1974).
12. See ERIC J. MILLER & A. KENNETH RICE, SYSTEMS OF ORGANIZATION
(1967); TASK AND ORGANIZATION (E. Miller ed. 1976).
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continuing business. From law students' viewpoint, in contrast, le-
gal education is a temporary, preliminary phase: they bring with
them prior learning and experience, import a selection of the
knowledge and experiences available to them in law school, and go
forward from law school to pursue the task of earning their liveli-
hood through the exchange of legal services for material rewards
with the institutions and individuals who will be their clients and
employers. A parallel analysis is available for law offices and their
clients as intersecting, interacting systems."3
II. Using Law School as Clinic in a Teaching Program
I will illustrate the deliberate use of these clinical phenomena
in professional training with three law school courses. The first ex-
ample focuses on legal education itself as a clinical event; the sec-
ond exploits the parallels between law school and practice to learn
about the latter; and the third extends the analysis to a fieldwork
teaching clinic."'
A. Understanding Clinical Experience
My course, "Understanding Clinical Experience," helps stu-
dents understand the issues of interpersonal and organizational
dynamics we have been surveying and recognize them clinically in
experiences of legal education. The course syllabus informs stu-
dents that the course's primary task is to increase their ability to
understand clinical experience. The course is itself a clinic with its
professional helper and clients. Authorized by the faculty to offer
the course, I conceive my responsibility to be to help students
13. Legally trained readers often have difficulty with the models and jargon
(specialized vocabulary) used in expositions which cross boundaries between law
and social science disciplines. Discomfort comes not just from strange vocabu-
laries, but because social science models heuristically focus attention on phenom-
ena in a new way and on some matters which have been on the periphery, not
placed centrally in view for close attention. Of course, clients have the same prob-
lem in understanding lawyers' (or law professors') explanations.
14. I will describe these courses in the progression in which I would like to
teach them to students rather than in the order of their development. Chronologi-
cally, Roles and Relations in Legal Practice was first taught in 1972 and was de-
scribed by myself and the colleague with whom I designed and developed the
course. Phyllida Parsloe, in Greenebaum & Parsloe, Roles & Relations in Legal
Practice, 28 J. LEGAL EDUC. 228 (1976); Understanding Clinical Experience was
first taught in spring, 1981, and Civil Practice Clinic in spring, 1982.
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work on the course task, and I tell them that I will work with them
in such manner as will in my judgment best achieve that purpose.
My role in the course also includes management functions of ar-
ranging facilities, importing students into the course and exporting
them at the end with appropriate certifications of accomplishment.
The relation of methods of leadership to the structures of task and
organization is a subject for study and critique in the course. De-
veloping perceptions of boundaries and of the consequences of ex-
ercising leadership regarding them in different ways is an impor-
tant part of the learning.
The course accomplishes its work in two types of "events,"
discussion events, which are this clinic's "academic component,"
and laboratory events, in which students have an opportunity to
learn experientially. One goal of the laboratory events is to ex-
amine and make judgments about present experience. In clinical
work attention is habitually focused on the creation of a product,
and while disciplined understanding of present, "here and now,"
experience is important to making sound clinical judgments, ex-
plicitly focusing on present experience is a challenging and uncom-
fortable experience for many. For example, in the course's Study
Group Event, the stated task is to develop students' abilities to
understand their present experience of the exercise of authority,
responsibility and leadership." In addition to this task being unfa-
miliar, my exercise of leadership, in accordance with my view of
what the work requires, does not accord to students' expectations
of teachers' behavior. I mark clear boundaries, entering and leaving
the group exactly on time; I do not undertake to tell the group
what their experience is or how they should understand it, and I
participate in discussion only when I judge I have an understand-
ing of my own experience the communication of which will be
helpful to students' work.16 Thus, to do this clinic's work, students,
15. The Study Group is in a tradition of group relations training first devel-
oped at the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in England, and the course as
a whole is very much informed in its conception by my experience with "Tavis-
tock" group relations training conferences which are similarly temporary educa-
tional institutions where issues of authority, boundaries, leadership, and related
phenomena are studied as they occur in the experience of the conference itself.
See generally, GROUP RELATIONS READER (A. Colman & W. Bexton eds. 1975).
16. The Study Group and Collaboration Event sessions meet for a period and
a half (75 minutes). To utilize only that time resource which is allocated to a
three hour course, the course schedule compensates by omitting equivalent class
110
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like new clients generally, must develop an understanding of a new
task and overcome resistances to altering their expectations. That
is, laboratory events in the course are apt examples of clients com-
ing to professionals for help in a discipline they do not understand.
Students report that the Study Group experience is strikingly rem-
iniscent of initial experiences of "Socratic" law classes, and inexpe-
rienced legal clients have analogous problems.
In another laboratory event, the Collaboration Event, students
have an opportunity to design a work structure for which they
must take responsibility. In this event I delegate to the students
the authority "to plan and execute an educational event working
on the course's primary task." I make my consultation available to
the group, but they must obtain it by reaching agreement with me
on the terms on which it will be given. Students are here con-
fronted with problems of developing an organization, of deciding
whether to work as one group or to divide into subgroups (and if so
how), of using limited resources, and of managing their emotional
needs as they try to work together. Students are also confronted
with problems of intergroup relations as subgroups seek to conduct
business with each other and with me. As consultant, I require
group representatives to be clear regarding the authority which
their groups have given them. To the extent students work without
me, they must cope with problems of absentee management, ab-
sent in fact but frequently present in their minds.17 In reflection on
their work in this event, students see how professionals with a
range of options, many of which are defensible with "reasons," may
easily make choices which are prompted in large measure by their
emotional needs.
As students increase their competence to understand clinical
experience, they learn regarding being effective and responsible cli-
ents as well as professionals, by the way enabling them to be more
productive law students. Their understanding of law is increased
by their insights into how the interaction of participants in the le-
meetings.
17. As is the case with traditional courses, consultation is given principally to
the group rather than to individual members. I confer individually with students
on their initiative on a time available basis, as I would in other courses, but as
consultant, I make a practice of never working with individual students regarding
their participation in a laboratory event while it is in progress. In part, choice of
this mode of working is constrained by my teaching another clinical course at the
same time which involves a greater element of individual supervision.
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gal system with each other and with institutional structures result
in decisions in clinical contexts. The law is, after all, what lawyers
in their various roles do. Furthermore, students may become more
competent and contributing participants in the legal education en-
terprise from a better understanding of their experience as our
clients.
Students, in their educational discomforts, tend to view them-
selves as victims of legal education and its practitioners. In the
course, students may learn to see the inconsistency of their im-
plicit demands that they have the autonomy to choose for them-
selves and at the same time have security of rules and structures."8
Authority and responsibility in groups are complex and subtle, and
through the course's focus on group phenomena, students may
learn how they contribute to the creation of the situations they
find so intolerable.
Another aspect of course learning which especially seems to
contribute to students' understanding of their legal education ex-
periences is the study of the interrelation of clients' life-develop-
mental tasks to the specialized tasks on which a clinic focuses in its
limited way. Students may begin to resolve for themselves the is-
sues which arise from the relation of becoming a lawyer to becom-
ing an adult, of their ideals for their futures with the realities of
what being a lawyer requires, and of joining the new professional
group and maintaining their relationships to the family and com-
munity groups which are important to them. These issues create
anxieties in our student-clients which interfere with their hearing
our intended messages, and understanding this may help students
to listen better.
These aids to students' legal education are, however, collateral
benefits, priority being given to the focus on examining and devel-
oping models of clinical experiences by which members understand
experiences of helping and being helped in clinical work, with spe-
cial emphasis on the relation of tasks to boundaries and the rela-
tions of individuals to groups."
B. Roles and Relations in Legal Practice
Roles and Relations in Legal Practice has as its purposes in-
18. Cf. Leff, Unnatural Law, Unspeakable Ethics, 1979 DUKE L.J. 1229.
19. The importance of allocating priorities to different courses and avoiding
the trap of the all-purpose course is discussed in Part III, infra.
112
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troducing law students to interpersonal phenomena in law practice
and leading students to reflect on lawyers' roles and their personal
relations to these roles. The course studies selected work and deci-
sion making roles frequently played by attorneys, evaluating the
professional issues-personal, ethical and legal-typically con-
fronted in the various contexts. For each project students are given
a problem-fact situation calling upon them to perform a task com-
monly performed by attorneys. Legal materials sufficient to deal
with the legal aspects of the problem are provided and readings
from related disciplines are assigned. The teaching methods in-
clude role enactments, videotape playback and small group discus-
sion.20 Attorneys and other counselors who deal with the problems
as a recurrent matter in their practices are invited to discuss the
issues with the class. Where the project has involved interviewing,
counseling or negotiation, the visitors will usually have done the
class exercise, and videotapes of their work are presented as a fo-
cus of discussion. Throughout the course the reading materials and
visiting attorneys are selected to present a variety of viewpoints
and approaches, and students are encouraged to evaluate the of-
fered models critically."'
This course brings into the present context professional events
in which students expect to (and sometimes already) engage; but
the real event is still a present educational one, and the two levels
(enacted and real) inform each other, as was demonstrated in my
example in which reflection on the similarities between clients fail-
ing to follow through on agreed treatment and law students cutting
classes illuminated clinical features of both contexts.22
While the absence of real clients for the student "practition-
ers" in the exercises in this course places some limits on what is
available to be learned, the use of role enactments also presents
some special opportunities. Most obvious is the opportunity to
learn from enacting clients' roles. Student's sympathies and imagi-
nations are engaged regarding the situations of the clients they are
enacting, while at the same time they are confronted with the
profound difficulties of understanding a situation from another's
viewpoint, especially when the other's life experience is very differ-
20. I limit enrollment to fifteen students.
21. The details of the methodology are more fully described in Greenebaum
& Parsloe, Roles and Relations in Legal Practice 28 J. LEGAL EDUC. 228 (1976).
22. See supra p. 2.
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ent. The message is clear that if understanding is difficult when
one's task is to enact a client's role, how much more perseverance
and empathy are required when one is seeking to understand a cli-
ent while maintaining one's role as attorney. Important learning
opportunities result from the strategy of instructing multiple
groups of students to respond to the same role enactment stimuli.2 3
Responses of interest include how students understand and act
upon my instructions as well as the content they give their roles,
which include roles of attorneys, clients and supervising partners.
Professionals, their colleagues and their clients make choices in
myriad little matters as well as in big ones. When students are con-
fronted by the fact that they have seen things differently and cho-
sen to act in different ways, seeking explanations of their diverse
responses can lead to very instructive discussions. Similarly, when
the group acts uniformly, when useful alternatives can be demon-
strated to exist, and when no one appears to see things plainly
available to be seen, these collusions also beg explanation. The
group, thus, has an opportunity to explore processes which explain
diverse responses to the same stimuli and collusions which inhibit
using diverse experience and competencies.
The course, then, uses evidence of students' behavior to draw
out and demonstrate the models in students' minds on which they
act, and the absence of the constraints of real clients and long term
relationships sometimes produces more exaggerated behavior,
which is helpful for this purpose. From a different viewpoint, the
course is a protected environment in which students have freedom
to experiment and act out their ideas for shared examination with-
out fear of injuring clients. The extent to which students choose
not to use this opportunity and present themselves as narrowly
confined by my instructions or by implicit rules of the group is in
itself an important matter for examination. In the face of this pro-
tected environment, students demonstrate their aversion to risk
taking. They show themselves to be very uncomfortable about the
likelihood that they will make mistakes which may injure clients.
They seem to feel that they should soon be crossing a line when
they will become ADULTS and LAWYERS, when they will be
supposed to do only correct things all the time, leading only to
23. A class of fifteen students will produce five versions of each exercise as
students work in groups of three. For example, in a typical interview exercise stu-
dents will enact roles of "attorney," "client," and "consultant-observer."
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happy results.
The primary goal of this course is learning regarding profes-
sionalism. Among the issues of lawyers' roles which are recurrent
themes in the course are the following:
Are lawyers' working relations with clients properly con-
trolling and hierarchical or mutual and collaborative? 24
Are lawyers technicians or counsellors? What are lawyers'
relations to the personal aspects of their clients' problems?
When should clients be counseled regarding conciliation as
an alternative to adversarial dispute resolution?
When and how should attorneys work with professionals in
other disciplines to resolve clients' problems?
How do attorneys cope with the conflicts between clients'
interests and attorneys' survival needs?
Within the wide latitude which the canons and customs of the pro-
fession provide, students discover the choices they are inclined to
make in these matters. Examination of the parallels between pre-
sent and future realities is helpful in these issues. As students en-
act the roles of lawyer and client, comparison to how they work
with me as my clients, helps students conceive how lawyers' clients
may feel. With feelings of distrust of the intrusiveness of my work
with them, students resist my control, but want me to make the
practice of law safe for them. Their learning regarding working
responsibly with each other in the present context can help them
consider strategies for surviving with their ideals in practice. Most
important is learning regarding the problems of helping and being
helped in professional relationships.
C. Civil Practice Clinic
In Civil Practice Clinic I work with law students working in a
law office engaged in a civil practice.2" The attorneys in the office
bear the responsibility of supervising the interns' work to maintain
the quality of service to clients, while course members work with
me for academic objectives, namely to build a model of the clinic,
of its task and structure and of its relation to its environment, and
to gain an understanding of the interrelation of the choices the in-
terns are making in their professional roles to that clinical context.
24. See DOUGLAS ROSENTHAL, LAWYER AND CLIENT: WHO'S IN CHARGE? (1974).
25. In the first offering of the course, students were interns in Indiana Uni-
versity Student Legal Services on the Bloomington campus.
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In the clinical program, which is a fantasy in my mind, stu-
dents would progress through these three courses. Having taken
Understanding Clinical Experience, Roles and Relations in Legal
Practice, and other preparatory courses, they would come to Civil
Practice Clinic ready to use their learning in the service of clients
whose fates depend on their work. In this fieldwork clinic, interns
experience the pleasures of being lawyers, of helping clients and of
learning skills which will help them function in their future ca-
reers. At the same time interns experience conflicts between caring
for themselves, their clients and the clinic. They are charged to
work with diligence even when the client's problem seems petty
compared to their own. They must cope with the pain and frustra-
tion of failure at times to meet clients' objectives, sometimes be-
cause they could not be met, but occasionally through mistakes of
the intern or of participants in the clinic whom the intern cannot
control. They experience the reality that client interviews may re-
sult in confusion as well as in increased insight. Interns assess the
costs of failure to maintain clarity regarding tasks and boundaries,
while learning that maintaining them is difficult work. Interns ex-
perience the disappointment of being manipulated and lied to by
clients, but at the same time consider their own, the office's and
the profession's contribution to the behavior they experience as of-
fensive. They learn the potential that clients can suffer from the
constraints of politics and economics within which the clinic works
and from problems within the clinic, especially in a teaching clinic
from the inevitable constraints of two tasks competing for primary
status (that is, training interns and client service). In Civil Practice
Clinic, interns learn the utility of using discussion and support
from colleagues to help them cope with their practice problems.
Even with clients depending on interns' work, the Civil Practice
Clinic is a relatively protected environment with supervising attor-
neys watching interns' work closely and with the interns' relation
to the office being of limited duration. A student in the course re-
ferred to this as a "transition practice."
In establishing this course, we considered two models. For the
first offering of the course, the choice made in negotiation with the
staff attorneys responsible for the office was for the faculty mem-
ber to consult outside the office structure to interns who enrolled
in the course. I in fact did not set foot in the office or discuss the
course with the supervising attorneys during the term in which the
course met. An alternative model followed the second year is for
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the faculty member to consult to the office, with special work being
offered to those interns who enrolled in the course for credit.2 Of
course, in either model the clinical course will inevitably have an
impact on the office.
Both alternatives have benefits and costs. The interns in the
course the first year became very attached to the approach chosen,
appreciating the opportunity to discuss outside the office bounda-
ries some of the practice dilemmas they were facing. In particular,
they felt they could discuss more freely the impact which relation-
ships within the office, including relationships with and among su-
pervising attorneys, had on their work with clients. It was helpful
to their making use of the course that the consultant's promise of
confidentiality was reinforced by a visible lack of opportunity to
breach it. Of course, a cost of this approach is that some matters
which needed to be worked on within the office may have been
deposited in the Civil Practice course and left there (although in
other instances interns may have taken their learning from the
course with them to contribute to the office's work and culture).
The alternative model turns this on its head, the security of the
course group being lessened, but the consultant being able to work
more directly to help clinic participants establish more productive
working relationships and structures.
III. General Considerations
A. Assigning PRIORITIES TO COURSES
We can sort the pedagogical goals which are pursued in legal
education into categories of cognitive learning (or knowledge),
skills and professionalism. Recall the illustration which opened
this discussion, in which a client's propensity to abuse alcohol
leads to criminal prosecutions. Using such a case in pursuing
knowledge, we could focus on matters of criminal law and adminis-
tration or on the interdisciplinary interests of law and various so-
cial sciences. The case could also be an occasion to teach skills,
that is, behavior effective to achieve determined goals. Thus, we
26. Compare Meltsner & Schrag, Scenes from a Clinic, 127 U. PA. L. REv. 1
(1978). The clinic they describe is similar to this latter model, except that Melt-
sner and Schrag combined the roles of supervising attorneys and consultants,
which are kept discreet in the models herein. The similarity is not coincidental as
Meltsner and Schrag have also been influenced by participation in "Tavistock"
group relations training. See supra note 15.
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could teach interviewing behavior effective to obtain information
and engage client's trust, negotiation to obtain the most favorable
results in plea bargaining, trial conduct to persuade judge or jury,
and teach how these different phases of lawyers' activities affect
each other in instrumental ways. Teaching skills involves delineat-
ing models of effective behavior and training the capacity to be-
have in accordance with those models. Professionalism, the third
area, is making choices in professional roles and learning to recog-
nize and cope with factors which influence lawyers' choices regard-
ing, for example, allocation of decision making between lawyer and
client, conflicting loyalties to the client, the legal system and the
lawyer, and concerns that a client may have diminished social com-
petence to choose what is best for himself.
While knowledge, skills and professionalism overlap, and while
each is an aspect of every clinical event, in designing pedagogical
devices, instructors give priority to some goals over others, con-
sciously or not, in accordance to their interests and aptitudes and
in response to students' needs and demands. Choosing priorities is
a necessity because different tasks require different resources and
technology. To illustrate this point, when knowledge of a substan-
tive area is our priority, we choose all of our material from that
area and add material demonstrating different aspects of it as stu-
dents are ready to assimilate it, moving along at sufficient pace to
include a complete enough coverage of the subject in the time
available. In using experiential material of lawyers' operations for
knowledge purposes, discussion of the experience will focus on
what it contributes to students' substantive understanding. In
teaching skills, in contrast, lawyers' operations would be separated
into their component behaviors, and students would repetitively
practice those behaviors until they can be reliably called upon. The
parts would bit by bit be integrated into the completed operation,
and then another operation might be addressed. For this purpose
subject matter would not be central. In giving priority to profes-
sionalism, we might proceed as I have described in Roles and Rela-
tions in Legal Practice, allowing students to enact complete scena-
rios to discover the choices they are making and discuss with other
students why they have done things differently and what their au-
thority and responsibilities are in the circumstances. I have
demonstrated the relation of goals to technology in a simplified
way, but I believe the point is an important one.
In acting on these principles in my courses, I have chosen cog-
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nitive learning as the priority in Understanding Clinical Experi-
ence and exploring professionalism in Roles and Relations in Legal
Practice. As I have noted, however, knowledge, skills and profes-
sionalism are each aspects of every clinical event. While skills
training is not the priority in these courses, skills issues cannot be
ignored. For example, in interview exercises in Roles and Rela-
tions, students must be made aware of the behavioral possibilities
in the lawyers' operations they have enacted, and that some of the
options they have declined might have utility before exploration of
why they have made their choices becomes relevant to them. Con-
versely, work in these courses may be useful background for skills
learning elsewhere. For example, knowledge of clinical phenomena
developed in Understanding Clinical Experience is helpful in de-
lineating models of effective behavior. Skills training is not the pri-
ority in the courses I have described, however, because in my judg-
ment the opportunities for learning in exploiting professional
schools as clinics are greater in knowledge and professionalism and
because I have adopted technologies suited to those purposes. Of
course, these choices have also responded to my own aptitudes and
interests.
In my view, skills training, as I have defined it here, should
have its own place in a complete clinical program, where skills are
the priority and the technology is suited to the purpose. Without
launching in an extended way into the debate over the extent skills
should be taught in law school, I will state my view that acquiring
the models of behavior and the attitudes necessary to support
skills development is a complicated business, and that the work is
best commenced in a protected context under the guidance of indi-
viduals who understand and can facilitate the requisite learning
processes to bring students to the stage where they have sufficient
understanding and ability to continue the process in practice. Fur-
ther, students will require sufficient skills to make clinical educa-
tion possible for the variety of goals we have surveyed. What can
be accomplished in any course is constrained by the knowledge,
skills and professionalism which students bring with them.
The importance of designing subtask systems in an overall en-
terprise designed to accomplish particular tasks and of maintain-
ing clear boundaries is a lesson for all clinical work, including law
practice and legal education. In my view, the central, inhibiting de-
fect in legal education has been "all-purpose courses," in which all
pedagogical goals are to be pursued pervasively in all courses using
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a single methodology. The result may be that nothing has been
done very well. Further, although different teachers do develop
somewhat different methods and have their own priorities, living
by the myth of the all-purpose course prevents planning by which
students systematically get a coherent and complete legal educa-
tion. In turn, every experiment and reform in legal education, in-
cluding Langdell's, has seemed to have as its ambition the curing
of all legal educations' ills. In my view, we have tried to develop
all-purpose clinics which have tended to fall into the same trap.
(Law professors, I think, must have problems with issues of
omnipotence.)
It is in fieldwork courses, where choices tend to be dominated
by the needs of immediate clients and by survival problems of the
clinic, that it is most difficult to assign priorities. Fieldwork clinics
can be organized to pursue a variety of pedagogical priorities, by
control of the office setting and case intake and by disentangling
case supervision from an academic component. Fieldwork clinics
can be especially suited, however, to the task of putting it all to-
gether, that is, of integrating aspects of clinical work in the field
where the necessities of practice dominate. But, as I have learned
in my Civil Practice Clinic, this goal is constrained where antece-
dent work has not laid the foundation by work on the constituent
elements.
B. Teaching STYLES AND TRAINING FOR CLINICAL TEACHING
In much of the work I have described, I have adopted a
nondirective, facilitating style of teaching. This has two aspects.
One is never telling students how they should enact their roles or
what they should learn from their experience. The other is facili-
tating rather than directing group discussion. Ultimately, students
must discover their own learning, and these styles of work help
students to utilize the resources and competencies of the group
and not unrealistically rely on the limited experience of one
authority figure.27
This is a style of educational leadership to which we are unac-
customed, and one factor which has inhibited our work is the lim-
ited models which we have experienced as students ourselves. Le-
gal educators talking to each other is helpful, but I hope we can
27. Compare Condlin, Socrates' New Clothes: Substituting Persuasion for
Learning in Clinical Practice Instruction, 40 MD. L. REV. 223 (1981).
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begin to make greater use of experience outside of legal education.
I, at least, have found my work with other disciplines very helpful.
C. Faculty as ROLE MODELS OF RESPONSIBLE PROFESSIONALS
The courses I have described invite consideration of faculty
role modeling, as helping professionals, as ones who design and
take responsibility for structuring helping situations, and as indi-
viduals who have been resourceful in seeking the learning and help
necessary for their work goals. Clinicians in all fields tend to see
themselves as confined by structures given by tradition, by rules of
the profession, or by other social and economic necessities. In
courses such as these, students can experience faculty as profes-
sionals acting resourcefully within established structures, working
as team members within a clinical service institution, as able to
bear some risk in order to accomplish valued goals. Of course, as
clinical courses themselves become established traditions, we can
learn to play it safe within that framework, losing this learning
opportunity.
The educational relationship dominates students' present ex-
perience. Even when engaged as interns in a fieldwork clinic, legal
education is the clinical experience in which students are most
heavily invested. Students are our clients, and there will be no bet-
ter occasion for them to begin examination of the structure and
dynamics of clinical experience than in the present, legal education
context. Students (and faculty) may deny the relevance of their
present experience, but such denial is part of the present experi-
ence available for clinical examination.

